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Many economists and politicians 
believe that the big four global 
tech monsters — Amazon, 

Apple, Facebook and Alphabet (Google) 
— should be more heavily taxed and 
regulated (Figure 1). In her book Don’t 
Be Evil: How Big Tech Betrayed Its Founding 
Principles — and All of Us, Rana Foroohar 

goes further and concludes that these 
giants should be broken up. For example, 
Google could be forced to sell off its 
YouTube subsidiary, to reduce its power 
over social media.

The main accusations levelled against 
these businesses in recent years have been 
that they have avoided paying corporation 
taxes in some countries, abused their 
dominant position, stifled competition 
and made unethical use of the large 
amounts of data that they hold on their 
customers. However, any forced demerger 
of these businesses might be more difficult 
than people imagine.

Demergers
Over the years, many businesses have 
demerged on a voluntary basis. A demerger 
occurs when a business splits into two or 
more separate legal entities, each with 

their own set of shareholders and stock 
exchange listing. In 2012 the US food and 
drink business Kraft demerged to create 
two new companies:

 ■ Kraft Foods Group, which produced its 
grocery brands.

 ■ Mondele-z, which produced snack food 
brands such as Toblerone and Cadbury.

Kraft had bought the UK company 
Cadbury in 2011 and then repackaged all 
the brands it now controlled into these 
two new firms. 

When it comes to firms being forced to 
break up by governments, the courts or 
regulators, the most famous example is 
Standard Oil in the USA. In 1911 the US 
Supreme Court ruled that the firm should 
be split into four companies in order to 
dilute its monopoly power. Some of the 
remnants of Standard Oil are now part of 
major oil companies.

Should big tech 
be broken up?
Robert Nutter looks at what should be done about the power and dominance of the four tech giants

This article is relevant to the following 
topics in the AQA, Edexcel, OCR and 
WJEC/Eduqas A-level specifications:

■■ global mergers and takeovers
■■ global markets and business expansion
■■ economies and diseconomies of scale
■■ external influences and legislation
■■ competition policy
■■ assessing a change in scale

Exam links 
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In March 2009 the UK Competition 
Commission concluded its market 
investigation into the British Airports 
Authority (BAA) and found there was 
‘no competition’ between the seven 
UK airports owned by BAA. At that 
time BAA controlled 81% of London’s 
runway capacity and serviced 62% of 
UK passengers. The commission ordered 
BAA to sell a number of airports to new 
owners to introduce competition in 
airport ownership.

These examples from the past suggest 
that there are times when some businesses 
become just too dominant, too big for the 
overall good of the economy, meaning 
regulators need to intervene in the 
public interest.

Too big?
Google and Facebook now dominate 
online advertising, as consumers use their 
smartphones to order food, watch films 
and socialise online. Google has 85% of 
the US search engine market and 95% of 
all mobile searches. 

The four big tech companies will 
always say that they are providing 
products and services that consumers 
want, and that they invest heavily to 
improve these at a faster rate than 
their competitors. However, it can be 
argued that the big four now just buy 
up any potential rival before it can 
become a real challenger. There is now 
not enough contestability (threat 
from new entrants) in these markets. 
Figure 2 shows the growth of the market 
capitalisation of the big four (Market 
capitalisation = Number of issued shares 
× Current share price).

The Department of Justice steps in

Because the big four are all US-owned, 
any split would have to be decided 
upon by the US authorities. In July 2019 
the US Department of Justice (DoJ) 
announced that it was investigating 
leading online platforms (including 
the big four) to examine whether they 
were unfairly restricting competition. 
The DoJ has the power to break up 
companies if they are seen to be too 
dominant. The DoJ anti-trust review 
would consider the extent to which 
these firms have achieved market 
power and whether they are engaged in 
practices that reduce competition, stif le 
innovation or harm consumers.

The DoJ has the power to look at 
whether firms (particularly Facebook 
and Amazon) own too much data and 
are using customer information to stifle 
competition. The DoJ may also look for 
things like anti-competitive language in 
Amazon’s contracts with its suppliers (i.e. 
abusing its buying power).

The DoJ investigation is in addition 
to ongoing work by the US Federal Trade 
Commission into similar concerns, as 
well as investigations taking place in the 
European Union (EU). Facebook has 
been fined $5 billion by the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) for privacy violations. 
Meanwhile, in Europe, in March 2019 the 
EU fined Google €1.49 billion for blocking 
rival online search advertisers. This is 
the third large fine the EU has handed 
Google in 2 years, and the total now 
stands at more than €9 billion. The EU has 
regularly criticised big tech firms for not 
paying enough tax.

Ioannis Kokkoris, professor of law and 
economics at Queen Mary University, 
London, claims that US competition law 
will make it hard for the DoJ to find a 
legal basis on which to justify splitting up 
a large company.

Colonial capitalism
Some analysts believe that the big 
tech companies have become too 
big to innovate, and simply buy up 
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Figure 1 Tech companies’ valuations dwarf other sectors
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groundbreaking start-up firms that have 
huge potential. Faroohar calls this colonial 
capitalism. Google’s parent company, 
Alphabet, has bought more than 200 
firms (Figure 3).

In November 2019 Google announced 
the purchase of fitness device-maker 
Fitbit for $2.1 billion (£1.6 billion). This 
move allows Google to expand into the 
market for fitness trackers and smart 
watches. It comes at a time when loss-
making Fitbit has been looking to expand 
into other areas.

‘ Google is an ideal partner to advance 
our mission. With Google’s resources 
and global platform, Fitbit will be 
able to accelerate innovation in the 
wearables category, scale faster and 
make health even more accessible to 
everyone. ’James Park, Fitbit co-founder and CEO

Facebook bought videosharing social 
network Instagram in 2012 and messaging 
service Whatsapp in 2014. As Professor 
Howard Yu of IMD Business School says:

‘ Facebook couldn’t invent Instagram 
— they needed to resort to buying 
them up. ’Is big bad?

However, rather than breaking up and 
punishing the success of these tech 
giants, maybe they should be praised 
as disruptors to markets that needed 
challenging. Sam Dumitriu from 
thinktank the Entrepreneurs Network 
argues that tech disruptors can shake 
up established markets to the benefit of 
consumers. For example:

 ■ When Amazon bought the supermarket 
chain Whole Foods Market in 2017, 
retailing supermarket giant Walmart 
was forced to rethink its home delivery 
strategy — teaming up with Uber, 
Lyft and Postmates. As a result, US 
customers had better access to home 
delivery for groceries.

 ■ Amazon Prime now offers its members 
access to Premier League football, arguably 
bringing more competition to a market 
dominated by BT and Sky.

Why criticise Apple when it has plenty 
of rivals in the markets for computers and 
operating systems? In mobile phones the 
Apple iPhone has serious competition 
from Samsung and Chinese providers 
such as Huawei and Xiaomi. Apple has a 
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Amazon Prime is arguably bringing greater 
competition to the televised football market
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wide product range (Figure 4), and Apple 
TV+ was launched in November 2019 to 
add more competition in the streaming 
market. At $4.99 per month, the service is 
cheaper than its rivals (Figure 5).

Alphabet, via its subsidiary Waymo, 
is providing competition among car 
manufacturers in the race to provide 
viable self-driving cars. Google also makes 
smartphones, virtual reality headsets and 
provides an email service.

The big tech companies insist that they 
have viable competition and argue that 
breaking them up would pave the way 
for an invasion of non-US competitors, 
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Firms such as Uber have generally been 
viewed positively by customers
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particularly from China. Companies such 
as Facebook were innovative enough to 
dislodge established firms such as Friends 
Reunited and MySpace, and when Google 
arrived in 1998 it had to challenge well-
established search engines such as Lycos 
and Yahoo. The fact that Facebook and 
Google delivered something new and 
better means that customers born in the 
twenty-first century may not have even 
heard of their early rivals.

For other disruptors to markets who 
have benefitted from online platforms 
and given consumers more choice, look 
no further than Airbnb and Uber. There 
is little doubt that these firms produced 
negative spill-over effects as they grew 
exponentially in the last few years, but 

they have generally been viewed positively 
by consumers. Airbnb faces plenty of 
competition from firms such as Expedia 
and Booking.com, and Uber from 
Ola, Bolt and Lyft.

The big picture
Constant and unexpected change is a 
feature of business in the twenty-first 
century. In 2007 the Guardian suggested 
that MySpace, one of the first social 
networking sites, would never lose its 
monopoly. In 2006 MySpace had more 
visits to its site than Google — but that 
was before the rise of Facebook. Nokia, 
BlackBerry and Motorola have shrunk 
with the rise of Apple. BlackBerry 
once controlled over 50% of the global 

smartphone market, but its current 
market share is just 0.048%. These 
are examples of Joseph Schumpeter’s 
concept of creative destruction — as the 
tech disruptors inspired an innovation 
revolution, they left many established 
firms in their wake.

The idea of breaking up the big tech 
companies is probably wide of the mark. 
Greater regulation — certainly over their 
use of data — is more likely. However, 
more severe action is likely if these 
firms are seen to abuse their dominant 
positions, or engage in activities that 
distort, restrict or prevent competition. 
That said, these giant US firms represent 
an extension of the soft power the country 
can use globally. It is thus unlikely that 
the political or judicial establishment 
in the USA will allow the power and 
reach of these firms to be diluted by 
enforced demergers.

Greater regulation is likely over the 
big tech firms’ use of customer data

Assess the possible trade-off between ethical 
behaviour and profit for a business involved 
in mining.  (12 marks, Edexcel)

Practice exam question 

Check your answer at 
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/ 
businessreviewextras

BusinessReviewExtras

Robert Nutter teaches business at 
Watford Grammar School for Boys.
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Slow season for supermarkets
The Christmas period is the most 
important time of the year for the major 
UK supermarkets and 2019 was one of the 
most challenging in history for the big four 
(Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Asda and Morrisons), 
with all reporting disappointing results 
compared to 2018. The industry uses 
the measure of like-for-like sales and the 
average result was a fall of 2.5%.

The big winners in the battle for UK 
shoppers were the discount operators Lidl 
and Aldi. Their emergence has seen a level 
of unprecedented price competition, with 
the profits of the big four supermarkets 
reduced by about 40% in the last 10 years. 
Arguably the biggest loser has been 
Waitrose, which has seen its target market 
of middle- and upper-class shoppers 
migrating over to Lidl and Aldi. This would 
have been unthinkable a decade ago, but 
the discount supermarkets have perhaps 
achieved the holy grail of tapping into the 
under-exploited area of the market map 
that delivers high quality at low prices.

Waitrose is also expected to face 
problems when its supply agreement with 
Ocado comes to an end in September. At 
the same time, Aldi and Lidl are continuing 
their expansion at a rate of 100 stores each 
year between them. The exploitation of 
economies of scale and low profit margins 
has always been the business model for 
supermarkets but the established big four 
are struggling to match the loss-leading 
and predatory-pricing tactics employed by 
the discounters, where vegetables are 
being sold for as little as £0.15 a 
bag. Particularly when consumers 
are doing their ‘big’ Christmas 
shop, value like that is incredibly 
attractive and hard to resist. 

Space tourism
Later this year, viable commercial 
space travel could become a reality as 
rival firms are set to complete their first 

commercial flights. The market features 
three major players: Virgin Galactic, Tesla’s 
SpaceX and Blue Origin. The fact that 
three of the most influential entrepreneurs 
of the last 20 years (Richard Branson, 
Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos) are behind 
these operations suggests that there is a 
significant business opportunity behind 
these ventures. Swiss investment bank UBS 
suggests that the market could be worth 
over £3 billion in the next 10 years.

The thrill and experience of travelling 
into space is incredibly attractive to 
a niche market of customers who want 
to experience both the feeling of zero 
gravity and viewing the Earth from 
above. Virgin managed to sign up over 
600 people willing to pay £200,000 each, 
and this not only gave the company much 
needed capital to invest in research and 
development, but also proved that the 
demand for space travel was there.

SpaceX has boasted that a f light 
from New York to Shanghai could take 
as little as 40 minutes if it went beyond 
the planet’s orbit, and this could become 
a commonplace flight route in the next 
25 years, majorly disrupting the existing 
long-haul flight market while tapping into 
technology that will only improve over the 
coming years. So, whereas right now the 
market could be seen to be the exclusive 
preserve of the rich and famous, it could 

become available for everyone in the not-
too-distant future.

Game changers
The rising popularity of vegan lifestyles is a 
classic external influence on the profits of 
a business. Major food manufacturers and 
retailers are increasing their offerings to 
consider the growing number of customers 
who have switched or are in the process of 
moving to a plant-based diet.

Burger King has introduced a plant-
based version of the Whopper, although 
there has been controversy over the fact 
that it is cooked on the same grills as the 
meat-based burgers. The share price of 
Beyond Meat increased by more than 20% 
in January after the news that McDonald’s 
would increase the rollout of its plant, 
lettuce and tomato (PLT) sandwich 
in its Canadian stores. The growth in 
demand for meat alternatives means the 
whole sector is currently valued at over 
$800 million. Until now, the share price of 
Beyond Meat has been rather volatile, but 
the result of the PLT rollout in Canada will 
offer investors a clearer picture of whether 
Beyond Meat’s products will provide 
sufficiently popular with traditional meat 
eaters to keep generating growth.

The rise of Veganuary alongside 
Dry January is a great example of how 
firms need to react and respond to the 
changing needs of consumers via external 

factors such as social trends and 
environmental considerations. The 

release of the Netflix documentary 
Game Changers and other similar 
programmes that question the 
ethics and business practices of 

the meat industry mean consumers 
are increasingly more aware of the 
sourcing of food and its impact on 

other environmental issues such as 
climate change. The business world is 
going to have to react and adapt to what 
customers demand.

www.hoddereducation.co.uk/businessreview 7

Supermarkets,  
space and salad

 in brief
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Only the USA has a higher share of the music industry than 
the UK, and we are head and shoulders above any other 
country. This has broadly been true for nearly 60 years — 

ever since The Beatles’ global breakthrough in 1963. The Financial 

 case study

As well as the Edexcel pre-release, this case study is relevant to 
the following topics in the AQA, OCR and WJEC/Eduqas A-level 
specifications:

■■ international trade and business growth
■■ dynamic markets, the competitive environment
■■ causes and effects of change including its management
■■ assessing innovation

Exam links 

Edexcel entertainment  
pre-release
The UK music industry

The UK has less than 1% of the world’s population and less than 3% of 
world trade, but more than 13% of the world’s sales of recorded music

Times suggested recently that The Beatles’ overseas earnings kept 
the UK’s balance of payments reasonably straight in the 1960s. UK 
music exports were worth £2.7 billion in 2018 plus £750 million 
earned from foreign tourists coming to the UK to attend concerts 
or festivals — 888,000 music tourists spent an average of £850 
each while visiting. So the UK’s balance of payments was about 
£3.5 billion better off thanks to the music industry.

Streaming success
One of the huge successes for those working in the industry has 
been how they have dealt with the changes that have taken place 
in how music is consumed. Figure 1 shows the collapse in global 
revenue between 1999 and 2014 as a rise in digital music meant a 
rise in piracy and other forms of free download — to the distress 
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of music executives and artists alike. Figure 1 shows a collapse 
in sales of physical music (CDs and vinyl) of more than 80% 
between 1999 and 2018.

Fortunately the industry was saved by streaming services, with 
income rising from $1.9 billion in 2013 to $9 billion in 2018. 
Spotify, in particular, was the saviour. The Swedish company 
proved that people would pay for streamed music, encouraging 
Apple to pay $3 billion to Dr Dre and Jimmy Iovine to get their 
hands on the recently launched Beats ‘curated’ streaming service 
in 2014. Today, Apple is Spotify’s biggest competitor.

Creative concerns
For the UK music industry, it matters little whether Apple or 
Spotify wins the streaming race. The UK’s competitive advantage 
in music is due to creativity, not technical innovation. It also has 
a lot do with live performance: Table 1 shows the biggest-earning 
artists of 2019, and Ed Sheeran and Elton John made most of their 
money through touring.

But the reliance on creativity can be a concern. What if the UK 
runs out of talent? Many involved in the industry are critical of 
the Conservative government’s promotion of an ‘eBacc’ school 
curriculum that pushes music and drama outside the mainstream. 
A musician’s blog quotes his former music teacher saying:

‘ I learnt to play the trumpet at school because I wanted to miss 
other classes, nothing to do with wanting to be a musician. It 
was free; if it had cost money, I would never have had a look in 
and I would not be here now.

 ’In the past, music lessons were paid for by the local authority 
— this is no longer the case. A return to that approach would be 
hugely welcomed by the industry.

The music industry is also worried about Brexit. The Oxford 
Economics Music by Numbers report calls for the government 
to support a new EU-wide live music ‘touring passport’, allowing 
musicians to avoid any new restrictions on freedom of movement.

The same report questions why film and television production 
gets government assistance in the form of a tax credit on 
investment spending, whereas music gets none. That perhaps 
raises questions about the film subsidy, rather than whether it 
should be spread to the highly successful music industry — UK 
music doesn’t need a subsidy.

The successful AIR Studios in north London maintains that it 
gets a lot of work recording film music thanks to the upsurge in 
film production caused by the tax credit regime. The tax credit 
system was brought in by the Labour government in 2007 and 
has been continued by all governments since then. It allows 
expensive (and perhaps hugely profitable) films to be made in 

Table 1 World’s top-earning music artists 2019

Artist Country Earnings

1 Taylor Swift USA $185 million

2 Kanye West USA $150 million

3 Ed Sheeran UK $110 million

4 The Eagles USA $100 million

5 Elton John UK $84 million

Source: Forbes
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Figure 1 The global music market: size, growth and composition

the UK, with grants to offset against the costs, and tax relief on 
any profits. Most of the recent Star Wars films were made in the 
UK, as was Avengers: Infinity War. The boom in UK film, TV and 

The UK market has more than 13% of 
the world’s sales of recorded music
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Ian Marcousé is the founding editor of BUSINESS REVIEW.

music production shown in Figure 2 owes a lot to the government 
subsidy for film and TV production. 

Small operators
A feature of the UK music industry is that, despite the big 
operators such as Simon Cowell’s Syco, there are many small, 
independent operators. Out of the 190,000 people employed in 
the UK music industry, 140,000 are music creators. This category 
comprises musicians, singers and composers, plus producers and 
engineers. If music seems an attractive career, be warned that 
these 140,000 earn an average income of £23,100 — well below 
the UK average of £29,000. Most of those working in music are 

self-employed or work for businesses employing fewer than ten 
people. This probably helps with the creative, innovative nature 
of British music.

A further feature of the music market worth considering is 
the revival of vinyl. It’s easy to imagine that this is some quirky 
British phenomenon, but it’s actually global. According to the 
2019 Global Music Report:

‘ Revenues from vinyl also sustained their upward trajectory, 
posting growth for the thirteenth consecutive year, growing 
6.0% and maintaining a 3.6% share of the overall market.

 ’This may sound like a small share, but it’s 3.6% of $19.1 billion, 
so there was a 2018 global market size of $688 million. In the UK, 
the existence of a vinyl revival has helped to support a number of 
small, independent record stores. 

Conclusion
For the UK, the music sector is one of the keys to a prosperous 
future. We need industries where we are among the world 
leaders — and here we have one. It deserves to be nurtured 
by the government, though not through tax relief or subsidies 
for the industry, but by intelligent support. The industry itself 
would applaud more encouragement in the education system. 
The view that the UK’s future is all bound up in maths and 
science doesn’t stand up to scrutiny. The UK’s musicians have 
proved capable of constant reinvention and innovation for nearly 
60  years, ensuring business and economic success as well as 
artistic achievements. Now all the country needs is a few more 
industries that can say the same.
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Figure 2 UK entertainment production (red line shows inflation-
adjusted data)

Streaming income rose from $1.9 billion 
in 2013 to $9 billion in 2018
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Applying the 
assessment objectives
Phil Waterhouse shows how best to go about securing a top grade in AQA exams

 revision focus

The bad news is that the number of top grades awarded in 
business as a subject is relatively lower compared to other 
A-levels. Across all exam boards last year, there were just 

over 30,000 candidates. Table 1 shows how many top grades were 
awarded across all exam boards.

In terms of market share, the AQA board has just over 50%, 
and so when applying the same percentages, to get an A*–B grade 
you need to be in the top 45% of students. This means that, out 
of just over 15,000 students, you need to be aiming to be ranked 
as shown in Table 2.

It is easy to compare yourself against fellow students within 
your college/school and teaching group, but really you need to 

Table 1 Distribution of grades in 2019

A* grades 3.5% Top 1,050

A grades 12% 1,051 to 4,650

B grades 30% 4,651 to 13,650

C grades 30% 13,651 to 22,650

Table 2 Top grades in AQA exams

A* grades 3.5% Top 525

A grades 12% 526 to 2,325

B grades 30% 2,326 to 6,825
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Don’t attempt to question-spot 
ahead of Paper 3

be thinking on a macro perspective. Are you one of the best 45% 
in the country, and how can you make yourself one of the top 
performers? The answer to that question is multi-faceted. I have 
written numerous articles in this magazine about what examiners 
are looking for and how best to prepare yourself for the challenges 
of linear exams. The advice and guidance that follows should not 
be new to either yourself or your teachers.

Challenges and dangers
The most important part of preparing for exams is to start with 
the specification. The AQA specification and the nature of the 
exams means that, across all three exam papers, the examiners 
writing the papers can and will look to test your understanding of 
all areas of the specification. There are ten topics on the AQA spec, 
and the likelihood is that you will have studied topics one to six 
in year 1 of the course, followed by topics seven to ten in year 2.

Linear courses are a challenge — you are just as likely to get a 
longer evaluation question on a topic from September of year 1 
as you are one on a topic you have just completed. This can be 
frustrating for students, but realistically, you should be revising 
all the topics you have studied, so which paper they appear on 
should not be a major issue for you.

You will not have much time between exam papers. Paper 1 is 
scheduled before the May half-term, with Papers 2 and 3 coming 
in the first week after the break. Something to guard against is 
thinking that just because a topic has come up on Paper 1, it 
won’t reappear on another paper. While this is unlikely, it can 
and does happen.

Even more dangerous is to question-spot ahead of Paper 3. 
Many students go online and try to predict what the final paper 
will contain, e.g. ‘investment appraisal hasn’t come up so far, so 
it must come up on Paper 3’. These students then spend 3 days 
intensely revising this topic at the expense of others, and then 
bemoan the fact that it doesn’t appear.

Far better to prepare yourself fully for all areas of the 
specification, such as by printing off the specification and 

devising a revision plan that allows you to showcase your mastery 
of it. At the same time, you should remember the four main 
assessment objectives (AOs) that examiners are marking you 
against and what they entail.

AO1: knowledge
Knowledge is the gatekeeper to many of the questions you 
will face. One of the best pieces of advice in terms of revision 
is to see the big picture. You do have a lot of theories and 
content to learn, but focusing on these in isolation is not 
always the best strategy. Yes, you need to know the key terms, 
as many of the questions will focus on a particular piece of 
theory, but the subject is about making links to other areas of 
the specification.

Year 1 looks at the functional areas of the business:
 ■ finance
 ■ marketing
 ■ operations
 ■ people

While you were taught these in isolation, by the end of a 2-year 
course you should be thinking about how these different areas 
interlink and impact on each other.

A good tip is to consult your specification and, when revising 
key terms, make a mind map of links to other aspects of the 
course. Just one topic can be explored and developed in many 
ways. For example, economies of scale lower the average unit 
cost by increasing the size of production capabilities. This links 
to capacity, capacity utilisation, profit margins, quality, staffing 
levels and issues in growth.

AO2: application
While making mind maps of key terms, it is also important 
to think about practical examples of real-world businesses that 
are good examples to develop your arguments. For example, 
Handy identified four main types of organisational culture, so 
what are four good examples of businesses that exhibit these 
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Phil Waterhouse is joint editor of BUSINESS REVIEW and head of 
business and economics at Bedford School.

Economies of scale lower the average unit 
cost by increasing production capabilities

characteristics? Similarly with Bartlett and Ghoshal, which 
examples can you use to explain the different strategies?

Many students are obsessed with learning facts and figures and 
telling stories about companies. This is not what the examiner is 
looking for. If a question is asking about leadership styles, the 
focus of the question won’t be about listing and giving examples 
of firms that have certain types of leaders. Instead, the focus 
of the question will be about why a particular leadership style 
might be appropriate in a certain situation. Your examples should 
display an understanding of the key management/leadership style 
and how this will help/hinder a certain scenario. Examiners don’t 
want to know all about Mark Zuckerberg and examples of when 
he has displayed different characteristics of being a leader.

AO3: analysis
This is all about the connectives. Examiners annotate scripts with 
‘Arg’ for ‘argument’ or, even better, ‘Dev Arg’, which stands for 
‘developed argument’. So what does this look like, and how can 
you show it? Phrases such as ‘which could’, ‘might result’, ‘leading 
to’, ‘because’ and ‘therefore’ are powerful tools that help you build 
up your response.

For example, in response to a question on Kotter & Schlesinger, 
a well-developed argument might be:

The new strategy might have led to mistrust from workers 
and managers as they would be motivated by self-interest. 
This could lead to a lack of motivation among the workforce 
and workers looking to leave the business. This could lead to 
a higher labour turnover of staff, which could lead to higher 
recruitment and training costs, which could lead to a fall in 
quality of the finished product as new workers learn, which 
could damage the firm’s reputation, which could lead to a 
lower amount of sales, which could potentially damage the 
share price of the company, which could lead to shareholders 

becoming concerned about a reduced dividend payment, which 
could cause the firm problems in terms of future finances.

While this example is a little bit generic and overuses the term 
‘which could’, it does demonstrate the skills that examiners are 
looking for. Obviously, under the time constraints of the exam, 
it is unlikely that you will have the time to develop such a long 
chain of argument, but practising this skill and trying to make 
as many links as possible from one piece of theory will serve you 
well when it comes to the exams themselves. It is important to 
link the arguments that you make to the business case study and 
the question directly, but mastering the skill of analysis is one of 
the most difficult, yet important, of all the skills.

AO4: evaluation
There is much debate among teachers and students over how 
best to demonstrate evaluation. You will have probably been 
taught several techniques. Whichever one you choose, the most 
important aspect is that you fundamentally answer the exact 
question set. Under the pressures of the exam hall, it can be 
difficult to sit back, read the question, and look at the bigger 
picture. Essentially the longer questions can nearly always be 
answered with the words ‘yes’, ‘no’ or ‘it depends’. Examiners 
will use words like ‘must’, ‘inevitable’, ‘all’ or ‘main’, and these 
words will help you to structure your response and come to a 
definitive conclusion:

 ■ Is it ‘inevitable’ that all firms will suffer from strategic 
drift? Answer: no.

 ■ Should all firms set improved efficiency as their main 
operational objective? Answer: no — it depends on the business 
and the industry in which it operates.

Planning out longer answers, having the overall answer in 
mind, and referring back throughout to exactly what the question 
is asking of you, is the way to evaluate.

Examiners are not looking for you to fail. They spend a lot of 
time deciding on the wording of the question. Impress them by 
giving an answer that addresses the problem they have put in 
front of you. Students often ask, should you evaluate as you go, or 
at the end? The answer is: both.

As you make an argument, link it back to the wording of the 
question at the end of each paragraph. Then, in a final conclusion, 
make it clear what your overall decision/justification is, bearing 
in mind the most important issue that you have argued. The 
evaluation is not a conclusion or summary, it is a clear answer 
to the question.

Bringing it all together
Bringing this all together is a challenge. The exams are demanding, 
and the tips for each paper can be found on pp. 18–20, but the 
most important things to do are:

 ■ learn your key terms
 ■ unpick the wording of the question
 ■ answer the question exactly as it is set

You would be surprised by how many of your fellow A-level 
students fail to take this advice — now go out and get an A grade.
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 case study

Cotswold Collections
Gwyn Williams profiles a business that demonstrates the advantages 
held by small- and medium-sized enterprises

On the edge of the Cotswolds, in the town of Cheltenham, 
is a catalogue-based retailer whose discerning customers 
aren’t likely to be spotted in the town’s wide array of 

trendy bars and clubs. Cotswold Collections serves the ‘mature’ 
female market, targeting older (65+), affluent women who want 
to stay stylish and who have financial resources to spend on 
regularly updating their outfits. The firm used to run a range of 
shops, but switched to telesales/online-only several years ago, 
with considerable success.

Lean and focused
For the last few years I have been taking my upper-sixth students 
to see how this well-run company operates and to discuss aspects 
of corporate strategy with the senior management team. The 
students have always completed an essay as part of the visit, 
linked to the Edexcel A-level specification. This year the essay was 
about the advantages of being small, which is part of the business 
growth section of the specification.

Categorising Cotswold Collections as ‘small’ isn’t meant 
as an insult. In fact the company is growing its revenues at 
an impressive rate — sales have grown by 40% over the last 
3 years to reach £11 million per annum. More appropriate 
adjectives than ‘small’ for this thriving business might be 
‘lean’ and ‘focused’.

Whoever you speak to in the company, whether in the 
warehouse, the call centre or product design, they give the 
impression that they understand what the core business is 
all about. Cotswold Collections aims to differentiate from its 
competitors by having excellent customer service and by being 
exclusive (their clothes are designed by them and can only be 
bought from them, via telesales, mail order or online).

Every member of staff appears to understand that customer 
loyalty is the lifeblood of the company, without which it would 
fail. This may explain why all staff are willing to help in the 
warehouse when a new product range is launched (there are 
seven launches a year) or why you will find the senior managers 
serving customers on the phone at busy periods. Everything 
about the business’s set-up — from the unique sizing-block 
used (which better reflects an older person’s shape), to the 
fabrics chosen, to the unhurried way staff deal with calls and 
the simple nature of the packaging — is targeted at the needs of 
older female customers.

It is not impossible to find good examples of customer service 
in larger businesses. However, Cotswold Collections’ relatively 
small size certainly gives it an edge — it is far easier to convince 
40 staff to be passionate about customer service than 4,000.

This case study is relevant to the following topics in the AQA, 
Edexcel, OCR and WJEC/Eduqas A-level specifications:

■■ business growth
■■ niche markets
■■ reasons for staying small
■■ organic growth vs inorganic/external growth
■■ organisational structures

Exam links 
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Switching strategies
Taking swift and decisive management action is easier in a 
smaller company. Taller hierarchies in larger firms can lead to 
communication and coordination diseconomies of scale. Having 
worked for 18 years as a senior operational manager in a large 
corporation, I know the frustrations of having to wade through 
layers of organisational bureaucracy in order to get things done.

Cotswold Collections has no such problems. The structure 
of the company is clear, simple and flat, with the creative side 
of the business being controlled by the managing director, Jane 
Cheeseman, and the finance and operations side being controlled 
by the finance director, Tom Brown.

Brown believes the simple organisational structure helps 
Cotswold Collections to implement decisions swiftly. A good 
example of this was in 2018 when the business decided to dip its 
toe into the US market. It was only a matter of weeks after making 
the decision that American customers saw Cotswold Collections 
catalogues land on their doorsteps for the first time.

The company didn’t need to go through layers of hierarchy to 
get approval for this market development move. Nor did it need 
to waste time massaging the egos of senior managers to convince 
them of the need for the change of strategy. Instead the company 
simply got on with the practicalities of planning the launch in the 
USA and then gradually refined its approach using the real-world 
experience of dealing with American customers.

Smaller companies, while they may lack resources, can 
certainly be nimbler and more flexible in responding to and 
implementing change. This can give them a clear advantage over 
lumbering larger rivals, who often appear far less able to respond 
swiftly to changes in market conditions.

Growth and takeovers
It could be argued that Cotswold Collections’ success as a smaller 
company is a result of serving a narrowly defined segment of the 
market, i.e. affluent, older female customers. Equally, it could be 
said that its focused differentiation strategy means its growth is 
always likely to be constrained and that it would need economies 
of scale in order to compete successfully in the mass market.

There is some truth in these arguments, although the business 
would counter by saying that it still has plenty of scope to grow 
within its current niche (especially considering the potential for 
further growth in international sales). It would also argue that the 
segment it caters for is under-served by the high street and that 
the over 65s market is likely to be a growth area for some time — 
the ‘grey pound’ has considerable power.

A further issue for Cotswold Collections related to its small 
size is the risk of takeover. This is exacerbated by the nature of 
the ownership of the company — it is owned by a private equity 

Gwyn Williams teaches business and economics at King’s 
School, Worcester.

Evaluate the reasons why a small business might want to remain 
small-sized when it becomes successful. (16 marks, AQA)

Check your answer at 
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/businessreviewextras

BusinessReviewExtras
     

Practice exam question Practice exam question

group. Private equity companies tend to target small, dynamic, 
growing businesses like Cotswold Collections and sell them for a 
profit several years later. When Cotswold Collections is eventually 
sold there is no guarantee that the buyer won’t be a competitor. 
A hostile takeover, if it happened, could mean a sudden end for 
Cotswold Collections as a unique, standalone, classic British 
clothing brand.

Small is beautiful
Most towns in the UK will have their own firms like Cotswold 
Collections: small- and medium-sized enterprises who, despite 
limited resources, really understand their customers and achieve 
impressive sales and profit figures as a result. The advantages of 
focus, flexibility, responsiveness, speed of action and absence of 
diseconomies of scale are not restricted to the ladies’ clothing 
industry — they apply in most market sectors. The UK business 
environment is all the richer for the existence of such passionate 
and driven companies.

Cotswold Collections’ target market 
is under-served by the high street
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Ten things you need to know about 
tactics
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1 Cut prices, not staff
Tactics are short-term responses to opportunities or threats. Their 
short-term nature makes tactical approaches risky when it comes to 
staff cuts — a sudden staffing cut may make sense to the business, 
but be resented by staff.

Example: fashion retailers who hold a ‘20% off everything’ sale 
in mid-autumn are responding sensibly to poor sales and excess 
inventory levels.

Advantage: price cuts reduce stock levels and may help support 
profit margins.

Disadvantage: price cuts can damage the brand image, especially if 
repeated too often (e.g. Debenhams).

2 Beware BOGOF
Customers love a buy-one-get-one-free (BOGOF) deal, but not only 
do BOGOFs slash profit margins, they hugely disrupt production 
schedules and inventory levels.

Example: Andrex runs a BOGOF on four-pack toilet rolls in Tesco. 
This leads to a 400% increase in sales during the 10 days of the offer.

Advantage: it may bring in new (or bring back old) customers to the 
Andrex brand, leading to higher long-term sales.

Disadvantage: there will need to be a major production increase 
before the offer, to build up stocks of the product. Then an uncertain 
period when demand may prove even higher than expected, leading 
to empty shelves and disgruntled customers (and retailers).

3 Opportunism isn’t wrong
A business may have a clear long-term strategy, but the collapse of a 
rival may present an opportunity that’s hard to resist. Such an approach 
is tactical, and may prove shrewd.

Example: a pizza delivery business wants to open new outlets in 
nearby towns, but a rival’s approach makes it buy out that business, 
strengthening its position in its home town.

Advantage: tactical success comes from flexibility and having enough 
cash to act quickly. It can help develop long-term success.

Disadvantage: sometimes companies are distracted from their long-
term strategy by tactical decisions. As always in business, there are no 
easy ways to make correct decisions.

4 Planning is critical
A tactical decision such as a special weekend promotion requires 
careful planning, because it’s out of the ordinary.

Example: ‘Win a free trip to America if you buy a Hoover this 
weekend!’ — this promotion caused havoc at Hoover and cost the 
company £48 million after it underestimated customer interest.

Advantage: careful planning should mean accurate forecasting of 
costs and benefits, and therefore predictable success.

Disadvantage: in the absence of good planning, tactics can 
become timebombs.

5 Predatory action works
Tactical activity can be most effective when a new rival 
joins a market.

Example: if a new chocolate producer decided to launch a chocolate-
covered coconut bar, Mars might cut the price of Bounty sharply, to 
make it hard for the rival to get established.

Advantage: this approach could force the new rival to back 
down, withdrawing its product before being wrecked financially. 
It may plead ‘illegal predatory action’, but Mars will say ‘fair 
price competition’.

Disadvantage: consumers will be robbed of the benefits of 
competition between two rivals.

Download this poster at 
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/businessreviewextras

BusinessReviewExtras

Ian Marcousé provides a framework 
of ten concepts for your revision
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6 Long term is king
Tactical decisions are about the short term, but may impinge on the 
long term. This could be disastrous, e.g. undermining the brand image.

Example: many years ago, Leeds United was one of England’s 
top three football clubs. A finance director mortgaged the club’s 
future in order to get more cash to spend in the short term, and it 
didn’t end well…

Advantage: the only advantage comes from realising that key 
decisions are always about the long term. No short-term tactic should 
get in the way of long-term success.

Disadvantage: thoughtless tactics can be hugely destructive of 
brand image. If a high-quality image is undermined, it may be 
impossible to resurrect it. At the moment British Airways is grappling 
with this problem.

7 Tactical finance
An approach to cash flow and the balance sheet based on short-term 
needs, such as to get a travel company through the winter.

Example: using sale-and-leaseback to turn long-term assets 
into cash today (with liabilities coming tomorrow). This approach 
kept Woolworths and Thomas Cook going for a while, until 
they disappeared. 

Advantage: for a dynamic business with potential (think Tesla), past 
flirtations with financial collapse have been overcome, allowing it to 
return to a longer-term, strategic approach to finance.

Disadvantage: short-term focus on finance may ignore the 
underlying business problems. Far better to sort those out than fiddle 
around generating artificial, short-term liquidity.

8 Tactical marketing
Tactical marketing could be clever, if it used short-term opportunities 
to build the long-term brand image. But that’s rare. Too often, 
tactical marketing is about promotions as a way of boosting 
short-term sales.

Example: tactical marketing could be termed ‘Sports Direct 
marketing’. There’s no long-term plan, and owner Mike Ashley is 
constantly surprised that Adidas and Nike refuse to allow him to 
stock their top-level product lines.

Advantage: when done as part of the long-term image, this 
might be successful, e.g. Mercedes running a golf tournament for 
regular car-buyers.

Disadvantage: when tactics conflict with strategy, it’s often long-
term strategy that loses out.

9 Tactical mistakes
A tactical mistake should be relatively easy to recover from, as long 
as it doesn’t affect long-term strategy.

Example: in early 2018 KFC switched to a new distributor of chicken. 
The result was 2 weeks of chaos and store closures, but how many 
customers still remember the scandal?

Advantage: a tactical mistake can be reversed relatively easily — 
KFC simply switched back to the former suppliers.

Disadvantage: every mistake costs money and may damage an 
individual’s career.

10 Tactics and accountability
Crucial strategic decisions are usually made by a group (probably the 
directors) and therefore no specific person can be blamed. But less 
important tactical decisions are often down to one person, so a bad 
decision can damage a career.

Example: a promotional price cut causes rivals to react, causing 
everyone to lose profits. The manager who made the decision 
takes the blame.

Advantage: it’s right that people should be held accountable for 
their mistakes (and their successes). 

Disadvantage: some managers are reluctant to make decisions, 
preferring to refer things ‘up the line’ to more senior bosses. This can 
slow decision-making, to the advantage of rivals. 

Ian Marcousé is the founding editor of BUSINESS REVIEW and 
runs a 3-day introductory course in teaching A-level business 
(www.a-zbusinesstraining.com).
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 revision focus

Decoding the 
AQA exams
Phil Waterhouse breaks down the three AQA papers to  
show what you need to do to achieve a top grade in each

The linear aspect of A-level business presents a considerable 
challenge. You have three 2-hour windows to showcase the 
level of understanding that leads to a top grade. The exams 

test both your subject knowledge and your ability to construct an 
effective response. On pp. 11–13 we looked at how to demonstrate 
the assessment objectives (AOs). This ‘Revision focus’ will focus 
on precisely what the three individual papers will test and how 
they are structured.

So how are the papers structured, and what approach should 
you adopt for each one?

Paper 1 (2 hours)
This paper has the following structure:

 ■ 15 multiple-choice questions
 ■ two 4-mark calculation questions
 ■ three 9-mark analysis questions
 ■ two 25-mark essay questions (choose two from four 

possible titles)
Paper 1 is possibly the easiest of the papers, because it gives 

you a choice: 50% of the marks available are for essays that you 
get a choice of. That is clearly an advantage, as you would expect 

students to opt for the most accessible essay. Unfortunately, this 
does not always prove to be the case, for the simple reason that 
students fail to actually fully read the question set.

They might see that the essay is about Elkington’s triple 
bottom line or mass customisation, and opt for it because they 
feel that they really know and understand the topic. However, 
while the theory (and knowledge of the theory) might be put 
down on paper, if this does not directly answer the question set, 
then you are not going to pick up major marks.

The majority of students don’t plan their essay responses. 
They rush straight into answering and writing everything they 
know about a particular piece of theory, without linking and 
thinking about what exactly the focus of the question is. Time 
spent identifying the key ‘hooks’, thinking about examples to 
use, and planning out arguments is crucial to success.

Students frequently fret about the amount to write. 
Ultimately, if you are putting together three to four chunky 
paragraphs in a 25-mark essay that demonstrates the key 
assessment objectives mentioned on pp. 11–13, you will 
be able to access the highest levels of the mark scheme. 
Don’t feel that you have to write four to five sides — this 
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will mess up your timing on the overall paper and hurt 
your overall marks.

Parts of Paper 1
Paper 1 eases you in with a straightforward multiple-choice 
section. However, there will be some tough questions included 
— it is rare for a student to score 15 out of 15. The mean mark is 
10 and most students will get between 7 and 12 correct. In the 
grand scheme of your overall mark, 15 multiple-choice questions 
accounts for just 5% of your overall grade. They are not a major 
discriminator between grade boundaries — your performance on 
the 25-mark essays is the area you need to focus on.

Like the multiple-choice questions, students place too much 
weight on the calculation questions. They can be tricky, but if 
you know your formulas and calculations, they should present 
a quick and easy way to pick up 8 marks. I would urge you not 
to spend too long on these calculations — your first answer is 
normally the right one. Don’t overthink or worry — get your 
marks and move on.

You then face three 9-mark analysis questions. Remember, 
these do not require a judgement. What you are looking to do is 
put together two chunky analytical arguments per question. Two 
paragraphs that are focused on the demands of the question using 
the skills laid out on pp. 11–13 should suffice, giving you time to 
move on to the essays.

Look to spend the following amount of time on each 
type of question:

 ■ Multiple-choice questions: 10 minutes.
 ■ Calculation questions: 5 minutes.
 ■ 9-mark analysis questions: 30 minutes total 

(10 minutes per question).
 ■ 25-mark essays: look to spend 35 minutes on each. You 

don’t have to write for all of this time. Take the time to plan 
and structure your thoughts. A comprehensive response can be 
achieved in just 20 to 25 minutes of actual writing. Having a plan 
will help make sure you always stick to the question.

The message across all three papers is to manage your time and 
to steadily and slowly accumulate marks. Consider the approaches 
in Table 1, all of which lead to a top grade for Paper 1.

Paper 2 (2 hours)
This paper consists of three case studies, with each case study 
featuring a variety of questions. It is difficult to predict exactly 
how this paper will be structured, but typically it will look 
something like the following:

Case study 1
 ■ 6 marks for calculations
 ■ 9-mark analysis questions
 ■ One 16-mark evaluation question

Case study 2
 ■ Two 9-mark analysis questions
 ■ One 16-mark evaluation question

Case study 3
 ■ One 6-mark calculation/analysis question
 ■ One 9-mark analysis question
 ■ One 20-mark evaluation question

Paper 2 is a challenge, because the questions just keep coming. 
Three different case studies with longer, evaluative questions 
mean that students struggle for time on this paper. When 
preparing for Paper 2, focus on the 16- and 20-mark questions. 
Many students write too much for the earlier questions, leaving 
them short of time for the later questions. A 16-mark evaluation 
question does not have to be unduly lengthy — I would advise 
three paragraphs, as follows:

 ■ A paragraph agreeing or giving arguments for.
 ■ A second paragraph disagreeing or giving arguments against.
 ■ A third paragraph giving a clear, final judgement on 

the question set.
The case studies will vary in the amounts of data and text they 

include, but the structure of the paper builds in about 10 minutes 
for reading, with the remaining 110 minutes to actually put 
together your responses. The 1-mark-per-minute rule is a good 
one to follow, and you want to be disciplined and keep an eye on 
the clock to make sure you are sticking to it.

Table 1 Approaches for Paper 1

Question type

Student A 
(good 

knowledge)

Student B 
(good 

analyser)

Student C 
(good 

evaluator)

Multiple-choice 
(15 marks)

15 10 7

Calculation/analysis  
(35 marks)

30 25 20

Essay 1 (25 marks) 15 18 22

Essay 2 (25 marks) 15 18 22

Total 75 71 71

Your first answer on the 
calculation questions is 
normally the correct one
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Phil Waterhouse is joint editor of BUSINESS REVIEW and head of 
business and economics at Bedford School.

I would advise that you spend the first 5 minutes skim-reading 
the whole paper. Look at what the case studies are on, and more 
importantly what topics the questions are examining. This will 
hopefully give you a feel for the paper before you get writing, 
and allow you to see which of the questions are more accessible 
than the others.

If you can steadily accumulate marks across the questions, 
then you are onto a winning strategy (Table 2).

Paper 3 (2 hours)
This paper will contain one case study followed by the following:

 ■ two 12-mark analysis questions
 ■ two 16-mark evaluation questions
 ■ one 20-mark evaluation question
 ■ one 24-mark evaluation question

The nature of the case study is that it will feature around two 
pages of text about a company, before a set of appendices with 
relevant data. Similar to Paper 2, you should read the actual 
questions first, before reading the case study. This will give you an 
insight into what to look for within the case study. For example, if 
there is a question about managing operations, what do the data 
reveal about costs or labour productivity? 

I would encourage you to be tactical about how you approach 
this paper. While you might expect to tackle the questions in 
order, this can sometimes lead to time being wasted by writing 
too much for the shorter questions, leaving little time for the final 
two questions, which carry 44% of the overall marks.

Consider Table 3. As teachers and examiners, we want you 
to be Student A or C. Student C has clearly looked at the paper 
and thought that Question 1 was too difficult, and so used 
the time wisely by spending longer on the lengthier, higher-
tariff questions. 

Working tactically
If you add up the marks available for the longer analytical and 
evaluative questions (i.e. those with 16+ marks allocated to them 
across the three papers), they account for about 60% of your 
overall marks. Therefore, to be successful, you need to master 
these types of questions. The next time your teacher gets you to 
complete an essay, rather than moaning and groaning, welcome 
the practice. The more comfortable you become with producing 
analytical and evaluative responses within the time constraints 
of the 1-mark-per-minute rule, the better you will perform in the 
exams themselves.

As you can see from the grade boundaries (Table 4), you only 
need to average around 55 out of 100 per paper to get a B grade, 
and 65 out of 100 for an A grade. Knowing what to expect from 
the papers and how each is structured will allow you to achieve 
the top grades.

Table 4 Grade boundaries

Grade Raw mark (max 300) % per paper

A* 218 73

A 195 65

B 165 55

C 140 47

D 108 36

E 79 26

Table 3 Approaches for Paper 3

Question
Student A 
(steady)

Student B  
(out of time)

Student C 
(tactical)

12-marker 8 10 0

12-marker 8 10 10

16-marker 12 14 14

16-marker 12 12 14

20-marker 14 8 17

24-marker 18 0 21

Total 72 54 76

Table 2 Approaches for Paper 2

Question type

Student A 
(good 

knowledge)

Student B 
(good 

analysis)

Student C 
(good 

evaluator)

6-markers 18 12 10

9-markers 16 25 20

16–20-markers 33 36 46

Total 67 73 76

Remember the 1-mark-per-minute rule
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brainteasers

AQA multiple-choice 
practice questions
1 Which of the following is not a likely component of human 
resource planning?
 a Redundancy planning
 b Re-order planning
 c Redeployment planning
 d Recruitment planning
2 The lead time of developing a new product would be measured 
as a key performance indicator in which aspect of Kaplan and 
Norton’s scorecard?
 a Financial
 b Customer
 c Internal processes
 d Organisational capacity
3 A salesperson is paid a salary of £1,500 per month and a 
commission of 5% on every sale they make. The product is priced 
at £2,000 per unit. Calculate their annual pay if they sell an 
average of 40 units each quarter.
 a £22,000
 b £28,000
 c £34,000
 d £40,000
4 Read Statements 1 and 2 about Greiner’s model of growth and 
select the correct option from the following:

 ■ Statement 1: An increase in share price increases the market 
capitalisation of a plc.

 ■ Statement 2: An increase in share price increases the investment 
funds available to a plc.
 a Statement 1 is true. Statement 2 is true
 b Statement 1 is true. Statement 2 is false
 c Statement 1 is false. Statement 2 is true
 d Statement 1 is false. Statement 2 is false
5 In Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, the satisfying of one need 
may be followed by the satisfaction of a different need to keep 
employees motivated. Once social needs have been satisfied, 
managers may focus on the satisfaction of:
 a Esteem needs 
 b Physiological needs
 c Self-actualisation needs
 d Security needs
6 Which of these statements is false?
 a A sole trader has unlimited liability
 b An objective is more specific than a mission statement
  c An increase in market size means that a business’s 

revenue will increase
  d An autocratic manager will make decisions without 

consulting their employees

7 What type of change should a decision to delayer 
be considered as?
 a Strategic change
 b Incremental change
 c Disruptive change
 d External change
8 With an exchange rate of £1 = $1.40, an exporter sells 200,000 
units to customers in the USA. The domestic price is £15. Calculate 
the revenue change in US dollars if export volume increases by 
20,000 units following a depreciation of the pound by 10%.
 a Increases by $42,000
 b Decreases by $42,000
 c Increases by $30,000
 d Decreases by $30,000
9 A manufacturer rationalises and the maximum output level 
produced falls by 15%. At the same time, a successful efficiency 
strategy means that capacity utilisation increases. In this situation:
 a Capacity has been increased and unit cost will fall
 b Capacity has been decreased and unit cost will fall
 c Capacity has been increased and unit cost will rise
 d Capacity has been decreased and unit cost will rise
10 Which of these statements is true?
  a A liability is a debt owed to a business by an 

organisation or individual
  b An inventory turnover ratio will increase as the average 

inventories held increases
 c Operating profit is recorded on a balance sheet
 d A business is relatively liquid if its current ratio is above 1
 Answers on p. 31
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Monopoly, value 
and payback

I assume you have played Monopoly. 
But  I wonder if you have ever played 
with any particular strategy. There are 

world champions of Monopoly and there 
are also books and websites dedicated 
to strategies of play. Almost all of those 
strategies are based on the business 
concepts of expected value and payback:

 ■ Expected value: the payoff amount 
multiplied by the probability of that 
event occurring.

 ■ Payback: the time it takes for a project 
to repay its initial investment.

The aim of Monopoly is to force your 
opponents into bankruptcy. The way 
to do this is to invest in property, build 
houses and then charge your opponents 
rent every time they land on your squares. 
Having a ‘monopoly’ of particular 
coloured properties, railroads or utilities 
has the dual effect of earning income for 
you and draining the financial resources 
of your opponent.

Best investment?
It turns out that some Monopoly properties 
are better investments than others. Given 
the way that the game is set-up, with 
Chance cards, Community Chest cards, 
rolling three doubles and going to jail 
etc. there is not an equal probability of 
landing on each square. A lot of computer 
power has been put into working out the 
probability of landing on each Monopoly 
square. Table 1 shows the rank of the top 
20 squares by the probability that a player 
will land on that square per turn.

While it is interesting that you are more 
likely to land in jail than anywhere else, 

the focus of this article is on the properties 
themselves. Which property makes the 
best investment? This is where the concept 
of expected value comes in.

Expected value
Mayfair

 ■ If an opponent lands on Mayfair 
(without any houses), they will owe 
you a rent of £50.

 ■ According to Table 1, Mayfair has the 
18th highest probability of landing on it 
of all the squares on the board (2.626%).

 ■ Therefore, the expected value (EV) of 
owning Mayfair on your opponent’s turn 
is just £50 × 0.02626 = £1.31

Vine Street
Now, calculate the EV of owning Vine 
Street (answer on p. 31).

We can conclude that investing in 
Mayfair has a much higher expected 
value than investing in Vine Street. Your 
opponent, on average, will pay you £1.31 
in rent per turn for landing on Mayfair, 
whereas it is just £0.49 for Vine Street.

22 Business Review  April 2020

Investment appraisal and payback is 
relevant to the AQA, Edexcel, OCR and 
WJEC/Eduqas A-level specifications.

Exam links 

George Vlachonikolis shows 
how a game of Monopoly 
demonstrates the business 
concepts of expected 
value and payback
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Payback period
Mayfair
It is always a good idea to have two forms 
of investment appraisal. In this case, 
we could use a straightforward payback 
calculation. Payback is perhaps the 
simplest method of investment appraisal 
— it is simply the time it takes for a project 
to repay its initial investment:

 ■ Mayfair is the most expensive property 
on the board at £400.

 ■ At an expected value of £1.31, it would 
take an estimated 305 turns before the 
initial £400 investment is paid off.

 ■ This is calculated by dividing £400 by 
the EV of £1.31: 400 ÷ 1.31 = 305

Vine Street
Now calculate the payback period (PP) 
when owning Vine Street. Vine Street, as a 
single property, costs £200 to buy.

Again, Mayfair performs much better, 
as the payback period for Mayfair is 100 
turns shorter than for Vine Street. All the 
signs so far are that we should be investing 
our limited finances into Mayfair.

Building houses
However, the scenario changes when 
you start to consider the cost of building 
houses on each property. This is because 
both the cost of building houses and the 
cost of renting houses is not equal.  Houses 
on Mayfair cost £200 each. Houses on 
Vine Street cost just £100 each.  Let us 
conduct the same investment appraisals for 
buying a fourth house on both properties.

A fourth house on Mayfair
 ■ Building a fourth house on Mayfair will 

raise the rent to £1,700. 
 ■ Therefore, the expected value of 

that decision is the following: £1,700 × 
0.02626 = £44.64

 ■ The payback period for that house is 
£200 ÷ 44.64 = 4.48 turns.

A fourth house on Vine Street
Calculate the expected value and payback 
period for a fourth house on Vine Street 
(answer on p. 31).

The payback period for a fourth house 
on Vine Street is actually lower than it is 
on Mayfair. From a payback perspective, 
building houses on Vine Street is a better 
investment than building houses on 
Mayfair. You’re going to get your money 
back quicker, which will allow you to 
buy and build elsewhere on the board 
much quicker too.

It transpires that the orange-coloured 
properties are the best value of all the 
streets on the Monopoly board.  They 
do not have as high expected values as 
other properties such as Mayfair and Park 

Table 1 Monopoly squares by rank

Rank Square Probability (%)

1 Jail 3.9499

2 Trafalgar Square 3.1858

3 Go 3.0961

4 Vine Street 3.0852

5
Fenchurch Street 
Station

3.0659

6
King’s Cross 
Station

2.9631

7
Marlborough 
Street

2.9356

8
Marylebone 
Station

2.92

9 Free Parking 2.8836

10 The Strand 2.8358

11 Water Works 2.8074

12 Bow Street 2.7924

13 Fleet Street 2.7357

14 Leicester Square 2.7072

15 Pall Mall 2.7017

16 Coventry Street 2.6789

17 Regent Street 2.6774

18 Mayfair 2.626

19 Oxford Street 2.6252

20 Electric Company 2.604

Lane but, given the high probability of 
landing on them and the relatively low 
cost of building, they are better value 
than any other colour once you start 
building houses.

For interest, the best value properties on 
the board are actually the railway stations.

Conclusion
As well as helping us make decisions in 
board games, expected value and payback 
are incredibly useful for business decision-
making. They are relatively easy to 
calculate and straightforward to interpret, 
and they provide a good guide to future 
investment decisions. 

They are not without flaws though. 
First, in Monopoly, where are there are 
fixed rules and parameters to the game, 
the probabilities can actually be calculated 
by a computer. This can never be true for 
real life, and so the likelihood of certain 
events can always be distorted. Second, 
even a player who follows the optimum 
strategy and buys the orange properties 
and the railways can still be beaten on one 
particular day.  Expected values are exactly 
that: expected but not definite. We’ve all 
been there, I’m sure, with a lucky family 
member who just happens to evade Vine 
Street every time… 

Investment appraisals such as these 
are a guide, but you need to be able to 
adjust your strategy once you see how 
the game is going.

Opening a shop (project A) vs launching a new app (project B):

Year
Net cash 
f low (£)

Project A
discount 

factor
Present 
value (£)

Net cash 
flow (£)

Project B
discount 

factor
Present 
value (£)

0 (250,000) 1.00 (250,000) (250,000) 1.00 (250,000)

1 50,000 0.91 45,500 200,000 0.91

2 100,000 0.93 83,000 100,000 0.83

3 200,000 0.75 150,000 50,000 0.75

NPV 28,500 NPV

Calculate the discounted cash flow for each year for project B and the net present value (NPV).
 (4 marks, AQA)

Check your answer at 
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/businessreviewextras

BusinessReviewExtras

Practice exam question 

George Vlachonikolis is head of 
economics at Headington School.
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Until the 2016 referendum, the UK’s 
future course seemed clear: to carry 
on operating within the world’s 

richest trading bloc. Membership of the 
European Union imposed no constraints 
on exploring other markets such as China 
and India, but UK companies seemed less 
interested than firms elsewhere in Europe. 
Germany developed a strong position in 
the Chinese car market, France and Italy 
took strong shares in the Chinese luxury 
goods market and countries such as 
Finland and Sweden found engineering 
success in many countries globally.

After Brexit, UK companies may be 
inclined to look further afield if they want 
to profit from opportunities overseas. The 
big potential markets for the future are 
clearly China and India. Even on quite 
modest assumptions of the growth rates 
for China (4.5% a year 2020–2040, 3.5% 
2040–2060), this one country will have a 
bigger gross domestic product (GDP) than 
Europe, America and Japan combined, 
i.e. most of what is now considered to be 
the developed world. India won’t be far 
behind, certainly growing to be the world’s 
second biggest economy.

24 Business Review  April 2020

What next  
after Brexit?
Ian Marcousé looks at the markets that UK businesses should be 
focusing on after the UK leaves the European Union

This article is relevant to the following 
topics in the AQA, Edexcel, OCR and 
WJEC/Eduqas A-level specifications:

■■ corporate influences and strategy
■■ international trade and business growth
■■ protectionism
■■ trading blocs
■■ impact of external influences and PESTLE
■■ the competitive environment
■■ causes and effects of change
■■ scenario planning

Exam links 

By 2060 the 54 countries within Africa 
will share a population the same size as 
China’s and India’s combined
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More people, more money
The maths of what will happen in the 
period from 2020 until 2060 is relatively 
straightforward: use United Nations 
population data and projections to see 
where the big volume changes are likely 
to occur (Figure 1), then apply projected 
per capita growth figures to calculate 
the likely size of the major economies 
in 2040 and 2060.

Will any of these projections be ‘right’? 
Not precisely, but population projections 
can be quite accurate because a lot of the 
data are about people who’ve already 
been born. Economic forecasting is 
harder, but the method used here is not 
a forecast, it simply uses some clearly 
stated assumptions.

Africa
According to the United Nations, by 2060 
the 54 countries within Africa will share 
a population the same size as China’s and 
India’s combined. Back in 1980, Africa 

had a lower population than Europe, 
10% of the world’s total. By 2060 Africa is 
expected to have nearly 30% of the global 
total. Figure 1 also shows that between 
2020 and 2060 China’s population will 
fall, allowing India to overtake it as the 
world’s most populous country. Europe’s 
population will also fall over that 40-year 
period, whereas America’s is expected 
to keep growing. 

So even if African countries manage 
economic growth no greater than the 
global average of 3%, the continent will 
become a major growth opportunity for 
UK firms, especially as Africa’s two biggest 
economies, South Africa and Nigeria, both 
have strong historic ties to the UK. Even 
today there are big growth prospects in 
Africa for property developments such as 
shopping malls, and big-volume goods 
such as bottled water, sweets and biscuits. 
Further down the line there will be big 
prospects for cars, coffee bars, music and 
luxury clothing, watches and fragrances.

China

Using the population projections shown in 
Figure 1 and the data in Table 1, Figure 2 
estimates of the size of the economies 
of the main nations and regions. UK 
businesses seem to have struggled to come 
to grips with the staggering scale of the 
Chinese economy today (producing more 
steel than the rest of the world’s nations 
combined, and buying over 25% of the 
world’s vehicles and passenger aircraft).

Yet Figure 2 shows what an enormous 
way there is to go in China’s growth story. 
UK luxury car producer Aston Martin 
already sells more cars in China than the 
UK or Europe. In the first half of 2019 its 
sales fell 17% in the UK but were offset 
by 39% sales growth in China. For a 
business such as this, and its highly paid 
UK workforce of more than 2,000, the 
prospects in China look very welcoming. 
Now the UK needs more plcs to adopt a 
similarly ambitious strategy.  

What should the government do?
During the general election campaigns of 
December 2019, the word ‘productivity’ 
was hardly mentioned, and there seemed 
to be no thought given to an industrial 
strategy for Brexit Britain. But the last row 
of Table 1 gives some useful insights. For 
the UK economy to grow satisfactorily, 
UK companies need to focus their export 
strategy and their investments on the 
regions that have the fastest growth. 
Mainly because of its population growth, 
Africa will be the rising star. But China 
and (especially) India are also very 
promising markets.

So it’s time for the UK government 
to take some relevant initiatives. It 
should prioritise building stronger 
relationships with Africa’s trading blocs, 
such as the East African Community, 
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Figure 1 Population projections up to 2060

Table 1 Growth estimates

Africa China Europe India UK USA

2020 GDP per capita at PPP ($) 3,697 17,963 39,450 7,727 41,234 57,720

2020 total GDP at PPP ($trillion) 4.95 25.85 29.5 10.66 2.80 19.1

2040 GDP per capita at PPP ($) 6,677 43,321 50,079 20,502 52,344 77,740

2040 total GDP at PPP ($trillion) 13.87 62.77 36.46 32.64 3.77 28.5

2060 GDP per capita at PPP ($) 12,059 86,199 63,572 42,811 66,447 104,704

2060 total GDP at PPP ($trillion) 35.03 114.9 43.8 70.68 4.98 40.9

% GDP growth 2020–60 +607.7% +344.5% +48.5% +563.0% +77.9% +114.1%
Assumed per capita annual growth rates 2020–2040: Africa 3%, China 4.5%, Europe 1.2%, India 5%, UK 1.2%, USA 1.5%. Assumed per capita growth rates 2040–2060: 
Africa 3%, China 3.5%, Europe 1.2%, India 3.75%, UK 1.2%, USA 1.5%
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perhaps by investing into infrastructure 
developments such as road and rail. Both 
the Labour and Conservative parties 
are committed to spending 0.7% of 
the UK’s GDP on overseas aid, so this 
should be invested strategically. There’s 
also a need to build better information 
centres and services in the UK, to help 

businesses better understand each of 
Africa’s 54 countries, plus the markets 
of China and India. It’s hard to risk 
going into a market that you don’t  
really understand.

US President Ronald Reagan became 
the darling of free-marketeers with 
his jibe: ‘The most terrifying words in 

the English language are “I’m from the 
government and I’m here to help.”’ But 
although UK businesses have no wish 
for an overbearing government, they do 
want help in exporting to markets they 
understand little.

Conclusion
Business is about decision-making, and 
decisions are always about the future. 
So decisions will be more likely to turn 
out well when they’ve been based on a 
good understanding of what the future 
may look like. Discussions about Brexit 
tend to focus on whether being close to 
Europe or close to America would be 
the best thing. The answer provided by 
the data in this article is that neither 
is true. The best prospects for the 
future are Africa, India and China. 
It’s time to develop governmental and 
business strategies based upon data,  
not politics.

Source: IMF, UN

Figure 2 The business world in the future
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Ian Marcousé runs courses 
for new business teachers 
(www.a-zbusinesstraining.com).

China produces more steel than the 
rest of the world’s nations combined
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Exam 
revision 
crossword
Across
1 The bottom line on a modern balance 
sheet (share capital + reserves). (5,6)
6 The usual time period for drawing up 
an income statement. (4)
8 A key corporate objective, especially 
when costs exceed revenues. (6)
9 Brand name for trendy, £250 toasters 
and kettles. (6)
10 The g reat e - commerce 
advantage:  24/7. (4)
11 The theorist whose matrix focuses 
on the risks involved in different 
strategies. (6)
14 You find this type of cost by dividing 
total cost by the number being made. (4)
15 Businesses hope their problem 
children will  into 
rising stars. (6)
16 What an inventor dreams about: to 

 something new. (8)
18 What a just-in-time producer should 
say to a supplier’s offer of a special 
bulk-buy deal. (2)
19 The four-letter word Donald Trump 
claims to love most. (4)
20 The Japanese car company closing its 
UK factories and going home. (5)
23 An employee with a good work ethic 
and good  should be given 
the benefit of any doubt. (9)
24 This term can be used to describe either a company or country 
that’s expanding too fast. (11)

Down
1 One of the first to see that management could be scientific — 
even when managing people. (6)
2   Congress (TUC). (6,5)
3 The skills needed in every boardroom when making 
judgements and drawing conclusions. (10)
4 A Trump favourite: import tax used to protect one’s 
own producers. (6)

5 The people with the risk-taking nature and initiative to turn an 
idea into a business. (13)
7 An autocratic leader will  a business from the 
top, giving orders that must be obeyed. (3)
12 A flexible source of short-term external finance. (9)
13 The term for a plc that’s about to launch itself onto the 
stock market. (9)
17 What shareholders can do at a plc’s annual general meeting. (4)
21 One of the world’s top five smartphone makers, or a producer 
of low-sugar ice cream. (4)
22 A depressing four-letter word for unemployment benefit. (4)

 Answers on p. 31
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While Amazon might be the ‘everything store’, LVMH 
(LVMH Moët Hennessy — Louis Vuitton SE) is the 
organisation that has everything for those with 

luxurious tastes. US jeweller Tiffany & Co is its latest acquisition, 
joining 75 other brands within the Paris-based empire run by 
Europe’s richest man, Bernard Arnault.

Risks and rewards
Arnault is an entrepreneur by nature. When he started his career 
in the 1970s, he persuaded his father to refocus his construction 
business on real estate and holiday accommodation. Then he 
spotted the potential of the fashion industry and invested in the 
designer label Christian Dior. By the early 1990s the ambitious 

CEO managed to take control of the luggage company Louis 
Vuitton and the drinks maker Moët Hennessy to form the LVMH 
group. His vision of creating a global conglomerate continued 
through the acquisition of other luxury brands, such as Guerlain 
perfumes, TAG Heuer watches and Dom Pérignon champagne.

Described by Forbes magazine as ‘one of the world’s ultimate 
taste-makers’, Arnault is now the third-richest man in the world, 
with a net worth of over $100 billion.

Organic growth
While LVMH has achieved most of its growth externally through 
mergers and takeovers, organic growth has definitely played a 
part in the group’s success (Figure 1). Internal growth has been 
achieved by opening new stores (Christian Dior now has over 200 
stores worldwide and the LVMH group has a global retail network 
of 4,500 stores) and through product innovation (Louis Vuitton is 
no longer just a travel bag and handbag maker, but also a clothes 
designer with a range of perfumes and jewellery).

Inorganic growth
Inorganic growth through mergers and takeovers allows 
businesses to grow more rapidly —  perhaps shutting competitors 
out of a fast-growing sector. Both organic and external growth 
creates the possibility of benefiting from cost savings through 
synergies. The ability to order supplies in larger quantities from 

 case study

This case study is relevant to the following topics in the AQA, 
Edexcel, OCR and WJEC/Eduqas A-level specifications:

■■ mergers and acquisitions
■■ niche markets
■■ market mix and branding
■■ global markets and business expansion
■■ SWOT analysis
■■ leadership
■■ role of entrepreneur, motives and characteristics

Exam links 

LVMH
The house  
of brands 
Jean-Charles Lafaury looks  
at the growth of the LVMH empire,  
which is built on tradition,  
innovation and acquisitions
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the same suppliers often leads to economies of scale and lower 
production costs, which can lead to greater profit margins or 
lower prices for consumers.

For LVMH, mergers and takeovers will have helped the 
group negotiate better advertising deals with fashion magazines 
(the company spent over $5 billion on advertising in 2019) 
or more prominent spaces in airport shops. But cost synergies 
are not always easy to achieve, as the 76 businesses under 
the LVMH umbrella often use different suppliers and unique 
manufacturing techniques. 

Bernard Arnault’s leadership and foresight have had a 
significant impact on the success of the many LVMH acquisitions 
over the last 30 years. Data collected by the Harvard Business 
Review estimates that between 70% to 90% of mergers and 
acquisitions fail, making LVMH’s track record in that field even 
more extraordinary. Inorganic growth has also allowed LVMH to 
diversify into six key markets (Box 1) and increase its knowledge 
and access to customers in the luxury marketplace.

Diversification is seen as a way to mitigate risk and reliance 
on a limited number of products, markets and customers. 
Diversification has helped LVMH to rapidly grow sales, market 
share and profit. The firm’s financial results between 2000 and 
2019 show a growth in net profit from $700 million to $10 billion, 
with an operating margin of 21%.

‘ It is not enough to have a talented designer; the management 
must be inspired too. The creative process is very disorganised; 
the production process has to be very rational.

 ’Bernard Arnault

Takeover at Tiffany’s 
LVMH’s takeover of New York jewellery retailer Tiffany & Co for 
$16 billion is the industry’s biggest ever deal. The purchase of the 
famous US jeweller represents a form of horizontal integration 
for the French conglomerate, which also owns Bulgari jewellery. 
This is an opportunity for LVMH to grow its market share in the 
watch and jewellery market, which so far only represents 9% of 
the company’s sales.

The deal will also allow LVMH to access a wider audience, as 
some of Tiffany’s products have a lower price range than Bulgari 
and other LVMH jewellery businesses. Tiffany, which has suffered 

from sluggish sales in recent years, is also looking to benefit from 
the takeover by gaining access to LVMH’s marketing skills and 
ability to grow brands among the lucrative millennial segment. 
Tiffany has suffered from its image as a jeweller for older shoppers 
and will hope that it can become more appealing and relevant to 
younger women through new, digital marketing techniques.

The online dilemma
While most companies are keen to sell their products online and 
via large retailers such as Amazon or Alibaba, LVMH mostly sees 
the internet as a way of connecting with potential consumers. 
The company believes that its customers will still want to touch 
its fabrics before buying a bag or coat and will want to enjoy 
the unique experience that comes from visiting its stores before 
making a purchase.
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Box 1 A diversified portfolio

LVMH’s product portfolio is divided into six distinct markets (also 
known as ‘Houses’), allowing the business to recruit the best talent 
within each field and build expertise that is the envy of the world:

■■ Wines and spirits: Moët & Chandon, Hennessy, Veuve 
Clicquot, Dom Pérignon.

■■ Fashion and leather goods: Louis Vuitton, Fendi, 
Christian Dior, Celine.

■■ Perfumes and cosmetics: Givenchy, Guerlain, Christian Dior.
■■ Watches and jewellery: TAG Heuer, Bulgari, Tiffany & Co.
■■ Selective retailing: Sephora, Le Bon Marché.
■■ Other activities: Belmond hotels, Les Echos newspaper, 

Radio Classique.

LVMH’s takeover of Tiffany & Co is 
the industry’s biggest ever deal
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In a recent interview, LVMH’s head of fashion commented that:

‘ The internet is often a consumer’s first window into our brands, 
so if someone goes online we want to be sure they are actually 
experiencing our brand, not a counterfeit store. We have 
invested so much in creating the best-quality products that we 
just want people to experience it. So if some people want to 
buy a Celine bag at midnight on a Sunday, sorry, they cannot. 
They have to wait until the store opens on Monday. By the way, 
this bag — they’re going to keep it for 20 years. So it’s worth 
the wait.

 ’This attitude to online might be different to most other 
companies, but with LVMH sales growing at a much faster rate 
than any high street brand, it is a strategy that is paying dividends.

‘ You know Bernard, I don’t know if in 50 years my iPhone will 
still be a success, but I can tell you, I’m sure everybody will still 
drink your Dom Pérignon.

 ’Steve Jobs, CEO and founder of Apple

SWOT analysis

A SWOT analysis is a strategic planning tool used by organisations 
to set objectives designed to help their business grow further and 
make better decisions. Below is an example of an internal and 
external audit of LVMH that could help the management team to 
make better tactical decisions by building on the strengths of the 

Wetherspoon’s is considering inorganic expansion to meet its 
objective of becoming the market leader in pubs. It sees two options: 
a merger or takeover of the chain Brunning & Price. 

Evaluate these two options and recommend which is the most 
suitable for a business such as Wetherspoon’s. (20 marks, Edexcel)

Check your answer at 
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/businessreviewextras

BusinessReviewExtras
     

Practice exam question Practice exam question

business, addressing potential weaknesses, making the most out 
of future opportunities or planning contingencies to deal with 
uncontrollable threats.

Strengths
 ■ Strong brand image (tradition and innovation) and 

brand recognition.
 ■ High added value (operating margins close to 22%).
 ■ Wide product portfolio within six different market.
 ■ Thirty years of growth despite several world recessions, and 

higher than average dividend yields. 
 ■ Celebrity brand ambassadors: Emma Stone for Louis 

Vuitton, Cara Delevingne for Tag Heuer, Charlize Theron for 
Christian Dior.

 ■ Excellent distribution network: tight control of distribution 
through 4,500 own stores.

 ■ Centralised management structure: with over 60% of the 
voting rights, the Arnault family is able to make quick decisions 
and seize opportunities rapidly. 

Weaknesses
 ■ Centralised management structure: family-run business, 

same CEO for 30 years, with four children involved in 
the senior management team. Possible questions around 
the ability of outsiders to have a meaningful voice in the 
decision-making process.

 ■ Overreliance on Western brands, mostly French and Italian 
(which is why the Tiffany & Co takeover could be an excellent 
strategic move).

 ■ Overreliance on luxury brands: potentially vulnerable to 
global recessions (especially in China).

Opportunities
 ■ Continued market growth in the luxury market. Chinese 

consumers are spending more at home, so opening new stores in 
Asia is profitable. 

 ■ Access to a wider customer base through the Tiffany takeover. 
Silver products sold by Tiffany are more affordable and attract a 
different audience.

 ■ Tax cuts: both the Chinese and American governments 
have recently cut taxes, increasing the disposable income of 
local shoppers.

 ■ Increased amount of spending on fashion goods by working 
women, especially millennials. LVMH established Rihanna’s 
fashion brand Fenty to increase its appeal within that 
specific segment.
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Jean-Charles Lafaury teaches business and economics at Cheam 
High School, London.

Answers to  
‘Brainteasers’ (p. 21)

Answers to questions 
on pp. 22–23
Vine Street EV
If your opponent lands on Vine Street, they will owe 
you a rent of £16.

According to Table 1, Vine Street has the fourth highest 
probability of landing on it of all the squares on the 
board (3.0852%).

Therefore, the expected value (EV) of owning Vine Street on 
your opponent’s turn is £16 × 0.03085 = £0.49

Vine Street PP
£200 / 0.49 = 405 turns.

A fourth house on Vine Street
Building one house on Vine Street house will raise 
the rent to £800.

The expected value of that decision is £800 × 
0.03085 = £24.68

The payback period is 100 ÷ 24.68 = 4.05 turns.

1 (b)

2 (c)

3 (c)

4 (b)

5 (a)

6 (c)

7 (a)

8 (b)

9 (b)

10 (d)

 ■ Continued increase in per capita income in Western countries, 
but also in China.

Threats
 ■ Ethical issues: LVMH continues to be the target of animal 

welfare groups because of its use of fur, leather, wool and 
exotic animal skin. The organisation has recently announced a 
partnership with ethical designer Stella McCartney to address the 
problem and learn from her sustainable approach.

 ■ Competition: Kering (owners of Yves Saint Laurent and Gucci) 
and Hermès are also growing through acquisitions and product 
diversification.

 ■ Counterfeiting: fake Louis Vuitton bags made in the far east 
sell for less than £50 and damage the brand image.

 ■ Trade wars: the US government is threatening to impose a 
$2.4  billion import tax on French champagne, handbags and 
other luxury goods to retaliate against the French authorities’ 
decision to tax US tech businesses. 

 ■ Slower economic growth in China: a recent IMF report 
predicted Chinese GDP growth of close to 6% for next year. This 
is a crucial market, as Chinese shoppers now account for around 
one third of global luxury goods spending.

 ■ Social unrest in Paris and Hong Kong: riots by the gilets 
jaunes movement in Paris and the recent protests in Hong Kong 
could have a negative impact on the number of visitors to 
two key markets.

 ■ Slow growth in the luxury watch market: growth is predicted 
to be 9.9% over the next 4 years.

Conclusion
The fashion industry and market for luxury goods continues 
to grow. People’s appetite for designer handbags, premium 
champagne and expensive engagement rings isn’t going away. It is 
a market worth close to $300 billion and the LVMH group (with 
a 17% share) wants to make sure that it continues to lead the way 
and satisfy consumers’ hunger for extravagance. LVMH’s longevity 
seems to be secured under the control of the Arnault family and 
it is hard to see the fortunes of the luxury conglomerate going 
sour anytime soon.

LVMH brands want customers to visit 
their stores before making a purchase

Answers to ‘Making  
connections’ (p. 27)
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Induction
The initial training process for a new employee, providing a full 
understanding of the company’s processes, objectives and culture. 
The importance of this process can be underestimated, but it is 
critical in avoiding a common workplace problem of high labour 
turnover in the early weeks of employees’ careers, i.e. they don’t 
settle, they leave, and they have to (expensively) be replaced.

Management vs leadership
A manager organises and controls resources, including staff and 
budgets. His or her task is to successfully complete the requirements 
laid down for the department. This might require a dynamic, 
progressive approach based on delegation and motivation, but in 
other cases will require no more than keeping things ticking along.

Leadership is about setting challenging goals and convincing key staff 
that they are the right people to achieve them. It is embodied in the 
person rather than the job title. 

Delegation
Passing authority down the hierarchy to more junior staff, e.g. the 
authority to decide which courier company will deliver the company’s 
parcels. This is an important part of a democratic leadership style. 
For some reason, students in exams seem to think delegation means 
telling people what to do. In fact it’s an empowering process, not an 
autocratic one.

Motivation
It’s best to quote Professor Herzberg’s common-sense definition of 
motivation: it is ‘when people do something because they want to do 
it’. According to Herzberg, any other reason to do something should 
be attributed to movement (see below). So motivation comes from 
within the person, i.e. an internal driving force.

 troublesome terms

Each of the following terms in people (human 
resource) management causes problems for 
students in exams. You may think you know 
motivation and delegation. But do you know 
them well enough to impress an examiner? 

32
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Job design
Organising the flow of work so that individuals don’t simply complete 
tasks (e.g. with high division of labour) but have the stimulation 
to feel motivated to work as efficiently and to as high a quality 
level as possible. This might mean offering more complete units of 
work to a small team, instead of making people work separately on 
repetitive tasks.

People
Bureaucracy
An organisation dominated by rules and checks on behaviour and 
decision-making. Approval on a project may need to be signed 
off by many executives, each having the power to say no. It may 
require masses of paperwork and group approval systems to even 
get to that point.

In bureaucratic organisations, avoidance of mistakes is the driving 
principle. To avoid mistakes, people are inclined to avoid risks, or 
avoid/delay decisions altogether.
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Movement
Doing something for a reward or to avoid pain, i.e. responding to 
the carrot or the stick. According to Professor Herzberg, if you offer 
people a 10% bonus, they’ll do as much extra work as needed to get 
the bonus, i.e. they’ll ‘move’. He thinks management should focus on 
internal motivation, because most people are capable of giving not 
10%, but 100% more effort, passion and creativity.

Recruitment
Examiners take this as meaning both the whole process of hiring a 
new member of staff and the first half of the process of ‘recruitment 
and selection’. In the latter case, ‘recruitment’ means writing the job 
description and person specification, and advertising for applicants. 
The final stages of choosing the best candidate is called ‘selection’.

Span of control
The number of subordinates answerable directly to a given manager. 
The wider the span (e.g. nine) the harder it is for the manager to 
get involved in every subordinate’s work. So delegation becomes 
more necessary and also purer. Subordinates can get on with 
achieving their goals and only get their manager involved when 
really necessary. With a narrow span, it’s likely that an ambitious, 
able employee may get frustrated by too much interference 
from the manager.

Organisational culture
The prevailing attitudes and perspectives of those within an 
organisation that can influence decisions and actions. The culture 
may be fundamentally unethical, perhaps regarding customers as 
easy prey for hitting bonus targets. Or it may be genuinely customer-
focused, with concern for outcomes and reputation. Other key 
aspects of culture are risk-accepting vs risk-averse, entrepreneurial vs 
bureaucratic and teamwork vs everyone for themselves.

Responsibility
Being ‘to blame’ for a particular success or failure. It should not be 
possible to spread responsibility downwards to those with delegated 
power. So if a boss delegates authority over a task to a junior 
employee and it goes wrong, the boss should accept responsibility. 
Clear lines of responsibility should motivate bosses to think hard 
about delegation and be sure to provide training and resources to 
help their subordinates get the job done properly.

Movement
Doing something for a reward or to avoid pain, i.e. responding to 
the carrot or the stick. According to Professor Herzberg, if you offer 
people a 10% bonus, they’ll do as much extra work as needed to get 
the bonus, i.e. they’ll ‘move’. He thinks management should focus on 

Download this poster at 
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Ian Marcousé is the founding editor of BUSINESS REVIEW and the 
author of business A-level textbooks for AQA and Edexcel, all 
published by Hodder Education.
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Accounts at  
WH Smith
Discussion points
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current ratio for 2018 and 2019.
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2018 and 2019. Discuss the possible causes 
and effects of this change.
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Figure 2 WH Smith gearing position

Table 1 WH Smith plc annual  
accounts. All figures in £millions

2018 2019

Revenue 1,262 1,397

Operating profit 136 140

Current assets 260 298

Current liabilities (287) (279)

Non-current liabilities (29) (230)

Total equity 212 237
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